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Abstract

We prove that if Gj are right orderable groups with non-trivial
cyclic subgroups Cj (j = 1, 2), then the (group) free product of
G1 and G2 with C1 and C2 amalgamated is right orderable. We
will deduce this from our main theorem that every lattice-ordered
group can be embedded in one in which there are precisely four
conjugacy classes. As a consequence of our method, we also show
that every right ordered group can be embedded in a right ordered
group in which any two non-identity elements are conjugate.
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1 Background

A group G is said to be right orderable if there is a total order ≤ on G such
that fh ≤ gh whenever f ≤ g (f, g, h ∈ G).

A lattice-ordered group G is a lattice and a group such that h(f ∨ g)k =
hfk ∨ hgk and h(f ∧ g)k = hfk ∧ hgk (f, g, h, k ∈ G). We denote by G+ the
set {g ∈ G : g > 1} where g ≥ f is a shorthand for g ∨ f = g. G+ is called the
set of strictly positive elements of G. We write g||f if (g 6≥ f and g 6≤ f) and
say that g and f are incomparable. If there are no elements incomparable to
the identity, then the order is total and we say that the group is ordered. A
group which can be made into an ordered group is called orderable.

Throughout, embeddings will be in context. For totally ordered sets they
will preserve the order, for right orderable groups they will preserve the group
operation, for right ordered groups they will preserve the group and order
structure, and for lattice-ordered groups they will preserve the group and
lattice operations.

If (Ω,≤) is a totally ordered set, then A(Ω) := Aut(Ω,≤) is a lattice-
ordered group under composition and the pointwise lattice ordering (α(f ∨
g) = max{αf, αg} and α(f ∧ g) = min{αf, αg}). Indeed, W. C. Holland
[11] has proved that every lattice-ordered group can be embedded in A(Ω)
for some totally ordered set (Ω,≤), the embedding being as a lattice and a
group. If g ∈ A(Ω), we let supp(g) = {α ∈ Ω : αg 6= α}, the support of
g. If α ∈ supp(g), then the supporting interval of g containing α is the set
{β ∈ Ω : (∃m,n ∈ Z)(αgn < β < αgm)}. If αg > α, we say the interval is
positive; and if αg < α, we say the interval is negative. A convex subset ∆ of
Ω that is maximal with respect to δg = δ (δ ∈ ∆) will be called a fixed-point
interval of g.

Note that if ∆ is a supporting interval of g, then there is a countable subset
∆0 = {αgn : n ∈ Z} of ∆ such that sup(∆0) = sup(∆) and inf(∆0) = inf(∆),
the suprema and infima being in the Dedekind completion of Ω.

Note that A(Ω) is right orderable: well order (Ω,≤), say by ≺; declare
f ≺ g in G iff βf < βg, where β is the least element (under ≺) of supp(gf−1).
This is a right ordering on A(Ω) that extends the lattice ordering on A(Ω);
i.e., if f < g in the lattice ordering, then f ≺ g in this right ordering (but not
necessarily conversely). By Holland’s Theorem, every lattice-ordered group is
right orderable. Using the right regular representation, if ≤ is a right order
on a group G, then G can be embedded (as a group) in Aut(G,≤). Hence
every right orderable group can be embedded in a right orderable group that
is lattice-orderable. We will exploit this duality.
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In [13], K. R. Pierce proved that the amalgamation property fails for
lattice-ordered groups and V. V. Bludov [4] proved that the free product of
right orderable groups with amalgamated subgroup need not be right order-
able. In contrast, in the same paper (op. cit.), Pierce showed that one can
amalgamate (in the class of lattice-ordered groups) a sublattice subgroup if
it is an archimedean ordered group, and G. M. Bergman [2] gave conditions
when a free product of right orderable groups with amalgamated subgroup is
right orderable. Pierce’s proof for the amalgamation of archimedean ordered
sublattice subgroups relied on proving that every lattice-ordered group can
be embedded in one in which any two strictly positive elements are conju-
gate. Since strictly negative elements are inverses of strictly positive ones and
gf := f−1gf > 1 iff g > 1, we have the number of conjugacy classes of a
non-totally-ordered lattice-ordered group is at least four; it is at least three
more than the number of conjugacy classes of elements incomparable to the
identity element. Our main result is a strengthening of Pierce’s result which
answers Question 4 of the list of Unsolved Problems in [9], Chapter 11.

Theorem A Every lattice-ordered group can be embedded in one in which
there are precisely four conjugacy classes.

We will deduce

Theorem B If Gj are right orderable groups with non-trivial cyclic subgroups
Cj (j = 1, 2), then the (group) free product of G1 and G2 with C1 and C2

amalgamated is right orderable.

and

Theorem C Every right ordered group can be embedded in a right ordered
group in which any two non-identity elements are conjugate.

Theorem C answers Question 5 of the list of Unsolved Problems in [9],
Chapter 11.

2 Proof of Theorem A

The key to the modification of Pierce’s proof is to represent G as a group
of order-preserving permutations so that for each g ∈ G with g||1, between
any two positive (negative) supporting intervals of g there is both a positive
and a negative supporting interval of g, and a (possibly singleton) fixed-point
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interval of g; moreover, such supporting intervals of g occur above and below
any positive or negative supporting interval of g so that between them, the
positive supporting intervals, negative supporting intervals and fixed point
intervals of g form an α-set of degree 3; i.e., a saturated totally ordered 3-
coloured set (see [7] and below). We achieve this by modifying Pierce’s proof.
We will easily deduce that in some lattice-ordered group G† containing G,
there are precisely 4 conjugacy classes (in G†) of elements of G, and thence
obtain Theorem A.

For ease of presentation, the proof that we give relies on the Generalised
Continuum Hypothesis, though this dependence can be removed — see [14]
and [15].

Recall that a totally ordered set (Λ,≤) of cardinality ℵα is called an α-set
if for all ∆1,∆2 ⊆ Λ with ∆1 < ∆2 and |∆1 ∪∆2| < ℵα, there is λ ∈ Λ with
∆1 < λ < ∆2. The existence of such sets for arbitrarily large α is guaranteed
by the Generalised Continuum Hypothesis (see [7], Proposition 5.1.5).

Let G be a lattice-ordered group. By Holland’s Theorem, we may assume
that G is a sublattice subgroup of A(Ω) for some totally ordered set (Ω,≤).
We can embed A(Ω) in the group of order-preserving permutations of an α-
set, where ℵα ≥ max{|G|, |Ω|,ℵ1} — see [7], Propositions 5.1.8 and 5.1.9. We
may therefore assume that (Ω,≤) is an α-set and G is a sublattice subgroup
of A(Ω). Let (T,≤) be another α-set. Let τ ′1 < τ1 < τ2 < τ ′2 in T̄ , the
Dedekind completion of T , with τ1, τ

′
1 the suprema of sequences of points in

T of order type strictly less than ℵα (and so the infima of sequences of points
of T of reverse order type ℵα and not less), and τ2, τ

′
2 the infima of sequences

of points in T of reverse order type strictly less than ℵα (and so the suprema
of sequences of points of T of order type ℵα and not less). Then the intervals
(τ1, τ2) and (τ ′1, τ

′
2) in T are α-sets by definition. We identify Ω with the

interval (τ1, τ2) and so obtain that every element of G has support (in T )
bounded below by τ1 and above by τ2.

We recall the # and [ constructions from [8], pp. 193–201.

Let (Λ,≤) be a totally ordered set and (Λ̄,≤) be the Dedekind completion
of (Λ,≤) with the natural extended order. Let Λ# be the union of Λ and all
cuts (A,B) ⊆ Λ̄ where either there is a sequence in A of cardinality strictly
less than ℵα whose supremum is sup(A) = inf(B) or there is a sequence in
B of cardinality less than ℵα whose infimum is sup(A) = inf(B). Then Λ#

inherits the total order from Λ̄. We regard (Λ,≤) as a subset of (Λ#,≤) in the
natural way and embed A(Λ) in A(Λ#) by (uniquely) extending each order-
preserving permutation of (Λ,≤) to one of (Λ#,≤). If a lattice-ordered group
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H is a sublattice subgroup of A(Λ), then we denote by H# its extension to a
sublattice subgroup of A(Λ#). So H ∼= H#.

The [ construction is more complicated and we will need to modify it.
Let (Λ,≤) be a totally ordered set and σ1 < σ2 in Λ. Let H be a sublattice

subgroup of A(Λ) with supp(h) ⊆ (σ1, σ2) for all h ∈ H. Let K be the set of
H-orbits of Λ. For each K ∈ K, choose 0K ∈ K. For each β ∈ K, pick cβ ∈ H
so that 0Kcβ = β. We require that c0K

be the identity. For λ1, λ2 ∈ K, define
cλ1,λ2

:= c−1
λ1
cλ2

; so λ1cλ1,λ2
= λ2. Let

LK := {h ∈ H : (∃λ < 0K)(supp(h) ∩ [λ, 0K ] = ∅)} and

RK := {h ∈ H : (∃λ > 0K)(supp(h) ∩ [0K , λ] = ∅)}.

Then LK and RK are `-ideals (convex normal sublattice subgroups) of the
stabiliser subgroup H0K

:= {h ∈ H : 0Kh = 0K}. Clearly, H0K
/LK and

H0K
/RK are lattice-ordered groups under the inherited order. By Holland’s

Theorem and [8] Corollary 2.L, for each K ∈ K there are totally ordered sets
(Γj(K),≤) with |Γj(K)| ≤ |H| (j = 1, 2) and H0K

/LK a sublattice subgroup
of B(Γ1(K)) and H0K

/RK a sublattice subgroup of B(Γ2(K)), where

B(Ω) = {g ∈ A(Ω) : (∃β1 < β2 in Ω)supp(g) ⊆ (β1, β2)}.

If ∆1,∆2 are disjoint totally ordered sets, we write ∆1 ∪
←∆2 for ∆1 ∪∆2

totally ordered by ∆1 < ∆2.

Let {ξ(K) : K ∈ K} be a set of new symbols. Pierce let

Γ(K) := Γ1(K) ∪←{ξ(K)} ∪←Γ2(K) (K ∈ K),

and we do the same — but only if K (necessarily the singleton {0K}) satisfies
K ∩ (σ1, σ2) = ∅. However, we modify his construction if K ∈ K with K ⊆
(σ1, σ2) by instead letting {Λ(K) : K ∈ K} be a disjoint family of copies of Λ
(under the identification λ 7→ λ(K)) and defining

Γ(K) := Γ1(K) ∪←Λ(K) ∪←Γ2(K).

Let Λ[ := {(γ, λ) : λ ∈ K ∈ K, γ ∈ Γ(K)}.

Define a total order on Λ[ by:

(γ1, λ1) < (γ2, λ2) if λ1 < λ2 in Λ or (λ1 = λ2 ∈ K ∈ K and γ1 < γ2 in Γ(K)).

We embed Λ in Λ[ by ϕ[:

λϕ[ =

{

(λ(K), λ) if σ1 < λ < σ2 and λ ∈ K ∈ K
(ξ(K), λ) if λ 6∈ (σ1, σ2) and λ = 0K ,
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and embed H in A(Λ[) by ψ[ where (for h ∈ H; λ ∈ K ∈ K, γ(K) ∈ Γ(K))
we define (γ(K), λh)(hψ[) by



















(γ(K)cγ(K)hc
−1
γ(K)hL0K

, λh) if σ1 < λ < σ2 and γ(K) ∈ Γ1(K)

((γh)(K), λh) if σ1 < λ < σ2 and γ(K) ∈ Λ(K)

(γ(K)cγ(K)hc
−1
γ(K)hR0K

, λh) if σ1 < λ < σ2 and γ(K) ∈ Γ2(K)

(γ(K), λ) if λ 6∈ (σ1, σ2).

We let H[ := Hψ[.

By construction, (λϕ[)(hψ[) = (λh)ϕ[; so (λϕ[)(hψ[) = λϕ[ iff λh = λ
(h ∈ H;λ ∈ Λ).

We now alternate these two constructions to form (G†, T †) from (G,Ω) by
transfinite induction.

Let (G0,Ω0) := (G,T ) as above with supp(g) ⊆ (τ1, τ2) for all g ∈ G.

Let {τ1,µ : µ < ℵα} be an ordinally indexed strictly decreasing sequence
with inf{τ1,µ : µ < ℵα} = τ ′1, τ1,0 = τ1 and for any limit ordinal µ < ℵα, let
τ1,µ = inf{τ1,ν : ν < µ}. Dually, let {τ2,µ : µ < ℵα} be an ordinally indexed
strictly increasing sequence with sup{τ2,µ : µ < ℵα} = τ ′2, τ2,0 = τ2 and for
any limit ordinal µ < ℵα, let τ2,µ = sup{τ2,ν : ν < µ}.

Every successor ordinal can be written in the form ν+n, where ν is a limit
ordinal or 0 and n ∈ Z+.

If n is odd, say n = 2m+1 so µ = ν+2m+1, let (Gµ, Tµ) := (G#
ν+2m, T

#
ν+2m),

ϕµ be the identity on Tν+2m and ψµ be ψ# applied to Gν+2m.
If n is even, say n = 2m so µ = ν + 2m, we apply the [ construction

to (Gν+2m−1, Tν+2m−1) with σj := τj,ν+2m (j = 1, 2), and let (Gµ, Tµ) :=
(G[

ν+2m−1, T
[
ν+2m−1), ϕµ be ϕ[ applied to Tν+2m−1 and ψµ be ψ[ applied to

Gν+2m−1.
If µ is a limit ordinal, let (Gµ, Tµ) be the direct limit of {(Gµ′ , Tµ′) : µ′ <

µ}. Let ϕµ be the direct limit of {ϕµ′ : µ′ < µ} and ψµ be the direct limit of
{ψµ′ : µ′ < µ}.

Let (T †,≤) be the direct limit of {(Tµ,≤) : µ < ℵα} with the above
order-preserving injections. Note that T † is an α-set as it has the desired
properties by construction. We view G∗, the direct limit of {Gψµ : µ < ℵα},
as a sublattice subgroup of A(T †) in the natural way. By construction, every
element of G∗ has support contained in the interval (τ ′1, τ

′
2) of T †.

By construction, if I is a non-empty collection of supporting intervals of
gψµ with µ = ν+2m (ν a limit ordinal or 0; m ∈ Z+∪{0}) and inf(

⋃

I) exists
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in Tµ+1 (say, σ), then there are distinct intervals of support and fixed point
intervals of gψµ+2 in (σ, inf(

⋃

I)) (and dually if sup(
⋃

I) exists in Tµ+1).

By construction, if µ < ℵα, g ∈ G\{1} and ∆1 < ∆2 in Tµ are supporting
intervals of gψµ, then since ∆1 has a countable sequence with supremum (in
the Dedekind completion of Tµ) sup(∆1) and dually for ∆2, then there is
λ ∈ Tµ′ with ∆1 < λ < ∆2, where µ′ is the least odd ordinal greater than
µ. Let K be the Gψµ′-orbit to which λ belongs, and observe that τ1,µ′+1 <
λ < τ2,µ′+1. So the action of gψµ′+1 on Tµ′(K) is isomorphic to the action of
gψµ′ on Tµ′ . Hence the interval (sup(∆1), inf(∆2)) in Tµ′+1 includes supporting
intervals and fixed-point intervals of gψµ′+1, where the supremum and infimum
of ∆1,∆2 are taken in the Dedekind completion of Tµ′ ; if g||1, there are positive
and negative supporting intervals contained in this interval (sup(∆1), inf(∆2))
of Tµ′+1. Also note that there is an interval of support of gψµ′+1 above τ2,µ′

(and so above ∆2) and an interval of support of gψµ′+1 below τ1,µ′ (and so
below ∆1); if additionally g||1 and the hypotheses pertain, then there are
positive and negative supporting intervals ∆+,∆− of gψµ′+1 above ∆2 (and
mutatis mutandis below ∆1).

However, in contrast to Pierce’s construction, if µ is a limit ordinal, then
all fixed point intervals of gψµ(6= 1) contained in (τ1,µ, τ2,µ) are singletons. For
if τ1,µ ≤ λ1 < λ2 ≤ τ2,µ with λjgψµ = λj (j = 1, 2), then λj ∈ Tν for some
odd ordinal ν < µ and, as noted above, λjϕν+1 is fixed by gψν+1 (j = 1, 2).
Let λ ∈ Tν+1 with λ1 < λ < λ2 and K be the Gν+1ψν+1-orbit to which λ
belongs. Then λ1ϕ

[ < (Tν+1(K), λ) < λ2ϕ
[ and gψν+2 is not the identity on

(Tν+1(K), λ). Hence gψµ is not the identity on (λ1, λ2) ⊆ Tµ.

Recall that a 3-coloured α-set is an α-set Ω, each of whose elements are
coloured exactly one of either Red, Amber or Green such that for any B1, B2 ⊆
Ω with B1 < B2 and |B1 ∪B2| < ℵα, there are points γR, γA and γG coloured
Red, Amber and Green, respectively, such that B1 < γj < B2 for j ∈
{R,A,G}. This definition allows B1 or B2 to be empty. Let g∗ := gψℵα

be a non-identity element of G∗. The above computations show that if we
colour the positive intervals of g∗ Green, the negative intervals of g∗ Amber
and the fixed points of g∗ Red, then

(i) if g > 1, the set of intervals of g∗ coloured Red and Green forms a
2-coloured α-set;

(ii) if g < 1, the set of intervals of g∗ coloured Red and Amber forms a
2-coloured α-set; and

(iii) if g||1, the set of intervals of g∗ coloured Red, Amber and Green forms
a 3-coloured α-set.

Since 2 coloured α-sets and 3 coloured α-sets form saturated models, each
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is homogeneous ([7] Proposition 5.1.9). Hence, if g, h ∈ G+, there is f ∈ A(T †)
with f−1gf = h; if g, h < 1, there is f ∈ A(T †) with f−1gf = h; and if g, h||1,
there is f ∈ A(T †) with f−1gf = h.

Enumerate all pairs P of elements of G∗ that are both strictly positive; do
the same for all pairs N of G∗ that are both strictly negative, and also for all
pairs I of G∗ that are both incomparable to the identity. The number of such
pairs is |G|. For each such pair, (g, h), let f := f(g, h) ∈ A(T †) be such that
f−1gf = h. Let G† be the sublattice subgroup of A(T †) generated by G∗ and
the set of all f(g, h) for (g, h) ∈ P ∪N ∪ I. Then |G†| ≤ ℵα and G∗ ∼= G has
precisely 4 conjugacy classes in G†.

[Aside: For each pair (g, h) ∈ P ∪N ∪ I, we can choose f ∈ A(T †) with
f−1gf = h so that (if g 6≤ 1) f moves uncountably many positive intervals of
g up and also uncountably many such intervals down; and further (if g 6≥ 1)
f moves uncountably many negative intervals of g up and also uncountably
many such intervals down. This follows immediately by the high homogeneity
of saturated models (op. cit.).]

Let G(0) := G; and for m ∈ Z+ ∪ {0}, let G(m + 1) := G(m)†. Let
L :=

⋃

{G(m) : m ∈ Z+ ∪ {0}}. By construction, L has precisely 4 conjugacy
classes and contains G as a sublattice subgroup.

This completes the proof of Theorem A. //

Corollary 2.1 Every lattice-ordered group G can be embedded in a lattice-
ordered group L which has the property that for all h0 ∈ L \ {1}, each element
of L is the product of a conjugate of h0 and a conjugate of h−1

0 .

The following proof is due to George M. Bergman and simplifies our orig-
inal. We are most grateful to him for allowing us to use it.

Proof: Let L be the lattice-ordered group constructed from G in Theorem
A, and h0 ∈ L \ {1}. Let C be the conjugacy class to which h0 belongs. If
g ∈ C ∪ C−1, the result is immediate since g = g2g−1 = g−1g2. Since every
g ∈ L can be written as (g ∨ 1)(g−1 ∨ 1)−1 = (g−1 ∨ 1)−1(g ∨ 1) ([9], Lemma
2.3.8), every element of L can be written in the desired form if h0 > 1. A
similar argument applies if h0 < 1. We now consider the remaining case that
h0||1 and g 6∈ C. Let f ∈ L be such that f−1(h0 ∨ 1)f = (h0 ∨ 1)2. Then
h1 := f(h0 ∨ 1)f−1 is such that 1 < h1 < h2

1 = h0 ∨ 1. Now h−1
1 h0 ∈ C and

h1 = h0 · (h
−1
1 h0)

−1, so there is a strictly positive element (namely, h1) that
is a product of a conjugate of h0 and a conjugate of h−1

0 . Hence every strictly
positive element of L can be written in the desired form. Since C = C−1 in
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this case, every strictly negative element of L can be written in the desired
form. The corollary follows. //

Corollary 2.2 Let G be a finitely generated lattice-ordered group. Then G
has soluble word problem if and only if it can be embedded in a simple lattice-
ordered group that can be embedded in a finitely presented lattice-ordered group.

Proof: In [10] A. M. W. Glass proved that if G is any finitely generated
lattice-ordered group, then G has soluble word problem if and only if it can be
embedded in an `-simple lattice-ordered group S that can be embedded in a
finitely presented lattice-ordered group. The lattice-ordered group S had the
property that any two strictly positive elements of S were conjugate. However,
if G has soluble word problem and we use G(0) of the proof of Corollary 2.1,
then G(0) is finitely generated and has soluble word problem. Instead of using
Pierce’s result, we apply the proof of Theorem A (together with the aside) to
G(0) in the construction in [10] (substituting P ∪ N ∪ I in place of P ) and
obtain that S has exactly 4 conjugacy classes; it is simple as a group by the
proof of Corollary 2.1. //

3 Deduction of Theorems B and C

Proof of Theorem B: Let j = 1, 2 and Gj be a right orderable group with
non-trivial cyclic subgroup Cj . Say, Cj = 〈fj〉 with fj 6= 1. Let ≤j be a
right order on Gj and ≤′

j be the reverse order. Let (Ωj ,≤) := (Gj ,≤j) and
(Ω′

j,≤
′
j) be a disjoint copy of (Gj ,≤

′
j). Then the disjoint union Tj of (Ωj,≤)

and (Ω′
j ,≤

′
j) inherits a total order (Ωj ,≤)∪← (Ω′

j,≤
′) and Gj can be embedded

in the group of order-preserving permutations of Tj by using the right regular
representation on each (any point α ∈ Ωj is mapped by g ∈ Gj to their product
αg in Ωj = Gj ; any point α′ ∈ Ω′

j is mapped by g ∈ Gj to the image of their
product (αg)′ in Ω′

j (under the natural maps)). Note that every non-identity
element of Gj is mapped to an element of A(Tj) that is incomparable to the
identity element in the pointwise lattice ordering as 1g < 1 iff 1′ <′ 1′g. Let
T := T1∪

← T2. Then G1×G2 can be embedded as a group in the lattice-ordered
group A(T ) in the natural way so that supp(gj) ⊆ Tj (j = 1, 2). Then the
images of f1 and f2 are incomparable to the identity. By Theorem A, there is
an embedding of A(T ) into a lattice-ordered group L in which the images of
f1 and f2 are conjugate, say by y ∈ L. Let ψj : Gj → L be the embeddings
(j = 1, 2) and ŷ : x 7→ y−1xy be the inner automorphism of L (x ∈ L). Then
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the embeddings ψ1ŷ : G1 → L and ψ2 : G2 → L amalgamate the images of
f1 and f2 in L. As shown in Section 1, every lattice-ordered group is right
orderable. Hence so is L. That is, the right orderable groups G1 and G2 can
be amalgamated over C1, C2 in the class of right orderable groups. It follows
by Bergman’s result ([2], Theorem 35) that the (group) free product of G1

and G2 with C1 and C2 amalgamated is also right orderable. //

The above proof can be adapted to show that any right orderable group can
be embedded in a right orderable group in which any two non-identity elements
are conjugate. Rather than give this modification, we prove a stronger version,
Theorem C.

Proof of Theorem C: As in the penultimate paragraph of the proof of
Theorem A, it is enough to prove that every right ordered group (G,≤) can
be embedded in a right ordered group (r(L),≤) in which any two non-identity
elements of G are conjugate. Let (G,≤) be a right ordered group. Let (G′,≤′)
be a copy of the same group but with the reverse right order. Let (Ω,≤) be
the ordered set (G,≤) ∪← (G′,≤′). As before, we have a map θ : G → A(Ω)
given by:

α(gθ) = αg (α ∈ G) and α′(gθ) = (αg)′ (α′ ∈ G′).

Then θ is a group embedding of G into A(Ω). If a ∈ G+, then under the
pointwise (lattice) ordering on A(Ω) we have that aθ||1 since 1(aθ) = a ≥ 1
and 1′(aθ) = a′ ≤′ 1′; and mutatis mutandis if a−1 ∈ G+. Thus the image
under θ of any non-identity element of G is incomparable to the identity of the
lattice-ordered group A(Ω). We now proceed as in the proof of Theorem A to
get a lattice-ordered group L (with A(Ω) isomorphic to a sublattice subgroup
of L which is a sublattice subgroup of A(T )) in which any pair of elements of
A(Ω) that are incomparable to the identity are conjugate in L. Let ψ denote
this embedding. By construction, any two non-identity elements of G are
conjugate in L. In the construction, we obtained an order-preserving injection
ϕ : (Ω,≤)→ (T,≤) with

(αϕ)(gθψ) = (α(gθ))ϕ (α ∈ Ω, g ∈ G).

We now change the orderings on A(Ω) and A(T ). Well order Ω so that the
identity element of G is the least element, and right order A(Ω) as explained in
Section 1. Then θ preserves the right order (G,≤) because the identity of G is
the least element of Ω in the well ordering. If we well order T with least element
1ϕ, then A(T ) (and so L) becomes a right ordered group. We denote the group
L with this right ordering by (r(L),≤). Now θψ : (G,≤) → (r(L),≤) is an
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embedding of (G,≤) in (r(L),≤) (as right ordered groups). This establishes
Theorem C. //

Question 5 in [9], Chapter 11 only asked if every right ordered group can
be embedded in one in which any two strictly positive elements are conjugate.
So Theorem C does more.

Corollary 3.1 Every ordered group can be embedded in a right ordered group
in which any two non-identity elements are conjugate.

This corollary may at first seem surprising since it is false if we replace
the category of right ordered groups by either the category of ordered groups
or the category of lattice-ordered groups (g−1fg > 1 whenever f > 1 if the
order is two sided). Indeed, the corollary is false if we restrict to the class of
ordered groups and merely require that any two strictly positive elements are
conjugate. This is immediate because the larger group is necessarily divisible
(for any m ∈ Z+ and g ∈ L, there is fm ∈ L such that f−1

m gfm = gm;
so fmgf

−1
m is an mth root of g) and V. V. Bludov has provided examples

of centre-by-metabelian orderable groups which cannot be embedded in any
divisible orderable group [3]. However, the corollary does give another proof
of the known result ([9], Corollary 8.6.4) that every right ordered group can
be embedded in a divisible right ordered group.

4 Equations over groups

Let G be a group and F = F (x1, . . . , n) be the free group of rank n. Let
H := G ∗ F . Let w = w(a1, . . . , ak, x1, . . . , xn) ∈ H with a1, . . . , ak ∈ G
and x1, . . . , xn ∈ F . We call x1, . . . , xn the variables in w and a1, . . . , ak the
constants in w. For example, u(a, x) := ax−1ax has one variable x and one
constant (a ∈ G). Suppose that w not conjugate to any element of G; i.e.,
w ∈ H \ GH . We obtain an equation w(a1, . . . , ak, x1, . . . , xn) = 1 over the
group G in variables x1, . . . , xn with constants a1, . . . , ak (in G). We say that
the equation w = 1 is soluble over G ifG is embeddable in a group Ĝ containing
elements ĝ1, . . . , ĝn such that w(a1, . . . , ak, ĝ1, . . . , ĝn) = 1 in Ĝ; and we say
that the equation w = 1 is soluble in Ĝ and that (ĝ1, . . . , ĝn) is a solution.

A class of groups K is closed under equation w = 1 if for any group G ∈ K,
there is a group Ĝ ∈ K containing G in which the equation w = 1 is soluble.

Since every right ordered group can be embedded in a divisible right or-
dered group (Theorem C or [9], Corollary 8.6.4), the classes of right ordered
and right orderable groups are closed under equations axn = 1, n ∈ Z+. Also,
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from Theorem C we deduce that the classes of right ordered and right order-
able groups are closed under equation a1x

−1a2x = 1 (a1, a2 6= 1). Of course,
ax−1ax = 1 has no solution in any lattice-ordered group if a > 1. However,
Adeleke and Holland [1] showed that in (and so over) A(R) any expression of
the form w(x1, . . . , xn) = a (with constant a ∈ A(R)) has a solution in A(R).
Note that if G is any right ordered group and a ∈ G+, then ax−1ax = 1 is
soluble in a right ordered group containing G by Corollary 3.1. We can say a
little more:

Theorem D The classes of right ordered and right orderable groups are closed
under any equation w(a, x1, . . . , xn) = 1 with a single constant (a ∈ G).

Proof: We may assume that w(a, x1, . . . , xn) is not a proper power (if
w(a, x1, . . . , xn) = v(a, x1, . . . , xn)m, then the solutions to w = 1 and v =
1 are the same). In this case (see [12], Proposition 5.18), the one-relator
group L = 〈b, y1, . . . , yn | w(b, y1, . . . , yn) = 1〉 is torsion-free. By a result of
S. D. Brodsky ([5], Corollary 2.3), H is locally indicable and so right orderable
[6]. Now let (G,≤) be any right ordered group. We can embed G (extending
the order) into the direct product G × L and (by Theorem C) then embed
G × L into a right ordered group Ĝ in which the elements a ∈ G and b ∈ L
are conjugate: a = bh for a suitable h ∈ Ĝ. Since w(b, y1, . . . , yn) = 1, we have
that (yh

1 , . . . , y
h
n) is a solution to the equation w(a, x1, . . . , xn) = 1 in Ĝ. //

In the general case (when there are more constants), are there always so-
lutions of equations over right ordered (right orderable) groups?
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